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Introduction 
 

OT Logistics S.A. is a Polish company operating in the TSL sector with over 70 years 

tradition. Since 2013 we are a public company listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange. 

Our main shareholders are pension funds (Met Life, Alianz) and the Polish I Fundusz 

Mistral S.A. OT Logistics Group consists of over 20 companies operating in the goods 

transport sector, including sea fright, rail, road and air transport, trans-shipment at sea 

ports and inland terminals as well as inland waterway transport. We have 

implemented a unique strategy on the mass goods market – one stop shop, based on 

offering a complete chain of logistics services, regardless of the type of cargo or the 

means of transport. Our power lies in the comprehensiveness of the offer, decades of 

experience and specialisation of the particular Group companies. In 2016 OT Logistics 

Group generated PLN 712.1 million consolidated sales and net profit of PLN 10.0 

million. 

OT Logistics Group assumes in its business model corporate responsibility for the 

environment and those groups of stakeholders, on which our activities have or may 

have a major impact (Corporate Social Responsibility or CSR). Apart from ensuring 

long-term development we equally care for running our business in an ethical as well 

as socially, staff and environmentally friendly manner. In building the Group image that 

asset is as important for us as emphasising the leading role of the Group in the TSL 

sector in Central and Eastern Europe, the possibility of providing innovative services, 

generating good economic results and systematic trade expansion. 

Our activities would not be possible without using the natural environment resources. 

The awareness of that fact makes us feel great respect for local initiatives, in 

particular. For many years, OT Logistics Group has been particularly caring for the 

regions where it runs its business, engaging in many sponsorship activities consisting in 

financial supporting of local cultural, social, ecological and sports initiatives. Beside 

image sponsorship, the Group is also active in business sponsorship, supporting 

business and social events gathering contractors and other stakeholders of the Group 
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as well as those which enable establishment of relations with and attracting the 

potential customers and business partners. Sponsorship for us means any commercial 

agreement which is advantageous for both parties, based on which OT Logistics Group 

or a subsidiary of the Group provides support – usually in the form of finance – 

obtaining in exchange the possibility of using the relationship between the sponsored 

event or initiative and its operations, brands or services. The basic objective of 

sponsorship is improvement of OT Logistics Group image among the customers and 

the society in general.  

Running business based on corporate social responsibility principles complies with the 

sustainable development objectives assumed by the UN, including Poland, for the 

years 2015–2030. Moreover, it fits the CSR principles specified in the ISO 26000 

international standard, RESPECT Index (within the activities of the Warsaw Stock 

Exchange) and UN Global Compact initiative of which OT Logistics S.A. has been a 

member since 2016.  

This document, describing the sponsorship policy of OT Logistics Group is to explain 

the issue and its importance, as well as to present standards of running business based 

on social responsibility and sustainable development, in order to ensure long-term 

economic efficiency. This is also a declaration of the Group openness to the need of 

providing financial support, by virtue of determining the principles of sponsorship and 

charity activities undertaken by OT Logistics S.A. and its subsidiaries. We wish to meet 

the growing social, economic, cultural, educational and sports needs, and by 

implementing a catalogue of sponsorship principles and the rules of cooperation we 

will be capable of focusing our support where it may be used most effectively. At the 

same time, thanks to ordering and coordination of sponsorship activities at the Group, 

we expect improvement of effectiveness of the funds spend and intended for the 

operations of the Group companies in that area. 

The sponsorship policy is subordinated to the general strategy of OT Logistics Group 

development and forms an integral part of its external communication.  

Therefore, responsible for the compliance of activities with the Sponsorship Policy is 

the Corporate Communication Department of OT Logistics S.A. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

Principles of Sponsorship 
Policy implementation at OT 
Logistics Group 
 

The Sponsorship Policy of OT Logistics Group is consistent with the strategy of the 

organisation and its long-term objectives, based on social responsibility and 

sustainable development of OT Logistics S.A. (the “Company”) announced its current 

strategy on 20 April 2016.  

OT Logistics S.A. supports its corporate social responsibility activities with corporate 

governance described in the document entitled “Best Practice for Warsaw Stock 

Exchange Listed Companies, 2016”, passed by Resolution No. 26/1413/2015 of the 

Supervisory Board of Giełda Papierów Wartosciowych w Warszawie S.A.  

on 13 October 2015, assuming the document principles to be the model of operations 

and the basic element of corporate culture. The Company aims at improvement of 

effectiveness of the organisation management in consideration of social interest, 

respect for stakeholders and ethics, while caring mostly for transparency of its 

operation and open communication with the stakeholders in the spirit of dialogue and 

trust. The organisation cares for building proper relations with its staff, development 

of human resources and ensuring decent and safe working conditions, as well as 

respect for the family and human rights. 

OT Logistics Group, which accessed the UN Global Compact initiative in 2016, abides 

by all of the human rights, labour standards, environmental protection and anti-fraud 

principles determined by the UN. Owing to the nature of the Group operations, OT 

Logistics S.A. promotes preventive approach to the natural environment, undertakes 

initiatives propagating higher environmental responsibility as well as supports 

development and dissemination of environment-friendly technologies, caring at the 

same time for its activities not to bring harm to the natural environment and enable 

preserving the natural resources for future generations. 

Sponsorship cooperation is effected mainly in Poland, in the districts and provinces 

where the offices and places of business of OT Logistics Group are present. With 

regard to the international nature of the organisation, individual sponsorship activities 

carried out by the companies located outside of Poland are allowed, however, such 

support is rather exceptional and unique. 

OT Logistics Group is active in image and business sponsorship. As regards image 

sponsorship, the basic criterion of engagement is the social nature of the projects and 

their importance in promoting the regions, where the Group and its subsidiaries 



 

 

operate. Priority is given to local events which stretch their impact outside of the 

specific region. OT Logistics Group uses image sponsorship in the following areas:  

• professional sports at high international level;  

• amateur sports team going professional;  

• development of physical culture and promotion of a healthy lifestyle;  

• patronage of cultural support and national heritage protection projects;  

• propagation of theatre, opera, film, music and literature;  

• sponsoring regional artistic events of Poland-wide reach;  

• support of many scientific initiatives serving the transfer of knowledge and 

exchange of thoughts and ideas (congresses, conferences, contests);  

• cooperation with vocational schools focusing on development of professional 

competencies and providing human resources to the Group;  

• environmental protection education;  

• support for projects initiated by local communities and activities preventing 

social exclusion and ensuring equal opportunities (particularly to children from 

poor or dysfunctional families); 

• charity and voluntary actions (supporting local initiatives focusing on 

elimination of social barriers). 

 

As regards business sponsorship, OT Logistics Group supports events: 

• of business and social nature gathering contractors and other stakeholders of 

the Group;  

• enabling establishment of relationships with and attracting the potential 

customers and business partners; 

• organised by strategic business partners; 

• recommended by the Marketing Department of OT Logistics S.A. 

 

The purpose of the above sponsorship activities is strengthening of the positive image 

of OT Logistics Group, growth of interest on the part of the customers and contractors, 

higher staff engagement, higher interest among investors as well as raising of the 

innovativeness level, organisational culture and competitiveness of the Group. 

The sponsorship activities performed by OT Logistics Group do not comprise any 

discriminating, racist, hatred inciting or controversial contents, which could be 

offensive to specific social groups. The organisation does not engage in political, 

religious or law-breaking projects or ones which might infringe any generally accepted 

social standards, or in projects which could have a negative impact on the natural 

environment or threaten objects of historical or artistic importance. The principles 

supplement the absolutely binding legal regulations, including the Constitution of the 

Republic of Poland of 2 April 1997, the Civil Code, the Act on Combating Unfair 



 

 

Competition, the Press Law, the Act on Radio and Television, the Act on Personal Data 

Protection as well as the Act on Copyrights and Subsidiary Rights, and many others. 

OT Logistics Group does not engage in sponsoring of: 

• charity to individual people, except for the activities related to the protection 

of health and life of the staff of OT Logistics Group and their families; 

• projects which do not comply with the principles of sponsorship policy 

implementation at OT Logistics Group; 

• projects which have already been sponsored by any company of OT Logistics 

Group; 

• projects identified with other brands or such where there are many sponsors or 

a title sponsor, without the guarantee of exclusive right in the sector; 

• projects in which late application prevents using the full advantage of 

sponsorship. 

OT Logistics Group engages in projects of specified renown, prepared by experienced 

organisers. Upon consideration of the above requirements, the criteria for sponsored 

projects verification are also budget, number of sponsors and date of event. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Principles of sponsorship 
cooperation with OT 
Logistics Group 
 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES: 
 

1. OT Logistics Group runs sponsorship activities on the principles provided in this 

document, in the form of financial, service or in kind support. 

2. Sponsorship applications must be sent by regular mail to the address: OT 

Logistics S.A., Aleje Jerozolimskie 98, 00-807 Warszawa; or by electronic mail 

at: sponsoring@otlogistics.pl. 

3. Considered will be only the applications submitted to OT Logistic S.A. on the 

form downloaded from the www.otlogistics.plwebsite. 

4. All of the received sponsorship applications will be assessed and analysed in 

accordance with the principles of the Sponsorship Policy of OT Logistics Group. 

5. The sponsorship activities of OT Logistics S.A. are carried out based on annual 

sponsorship agreements and sponsorship orders, the timeframes of which 

cover solely the duration of the sponsored event. 

6. Sponsorship agreements and orders prepared by OT Logistics S.A. are standard 

documents and are not subject to negotiations with the applicants.  

7. Cooperation with the sponsored entity is always based on a sponsorship 

agreement or order, which clearly specify the scope of cooperation within the 

sponsored project as well as any rights and duties of the parties. 

8. The parties must ensure with due diligence the protection of personal data, 

trade secret and the sponsor’s advertising strategy. 

9. All forms of sponsorship engagement of OT Logistics S.A.  

and value of the particular support amounts are based on indisputable 

decisions of the Company Management Board, which are made based on the 

analysis and assessment presented by the Corporate Communication 

Department of OT Logistics S.A.  

10. Owing to sponsorship budget planning for the subsequent year, sponsorship 

applications are accepted in the last quarter of the preceding year only by 30 

September. Donation applications are accepted all year round. 

11. The provided funds may be used solely for the purpose specified in the 

agreement, which clearly determines the duties of the sponsored entity on 

account of the sponsorship support provided by OT Logistics S.A.  



 

 

 

The sponsored entity: 

1. In exchange for the provision of promotional and advertising services to OT 

Logistics S.A. with the aim of: 

• creation of a positive image of OT Logistics S.A.;  

• positioning and presentation of the logo of OT Logistics S.A.;  

• improvement of the prestige and brand value of OT Logistics S.A.; 

• propagation of the brand of OT Logistics S.A. by raising its awareness outside of 

the circle of the Company customers and product recipients, 

receives financial support covering all costs or a specific cost of the works 

related to organisation and performance of the sponsored project. 

 

2. NGOs are obliged to submit documents confirming their activities for public 

benefit. 

3. The sponsored entity which is not capable of performing or has not performed 

the sponsored event in accordance with the agreement is obliged to 

immediately notify OT Logistics S.A. about that fact and reimburse the whole 

support amount to the bank account of OT Logistics S.A. 

4. The sponsored entity is obliged to settle the funds received, in accordance with 

the principles and within the timeframe specified in the sponsorship 

agreement, which determines the object of the agreement and the duties of 

both parties.  

5. A confirmation of the proper performance of the sponsorship agreement is 

submission to OT Logistics S.A. of complete documentation confirming the 

fulfilment of duties towards the sponsor. 

6. Any amendments regarding the use of funds or the method of settlement 

require a prior written consent of OT Logistics S.A.  

 

The sponsor: 

1. The sponsor accepts sponsorship applications submitted to OT Logistic S.A. on 

the form downloaded from the www.otlogistics.plwebsite: 

a) by traditional mail at the address: OT Logistics S.A., Aleje Jerozolimskie 98, 

00-807 Warszawa;  

b) or electronic mail at the address: sponsoring@otlogistics.pl. 

2. Once a month, the Corporate Communication Department of OT Logistics S.A. 

presents  the applications received to the Company Management Board, upon 

prior analysis thereof in accordance with the principles of the Sponsorship 

Policy of OT Logistics Group. 

3. OT Logistics S.A. reserves the right to individual treatment of each application.   

4. The sponsorship engagement of OT Logistics S.A. exceeding PLN 3,000,000 net 

requires a resolution of the Company Management Board. 

5. The sponsorship engagement of OT Logistics S.A. below PLN 3,000,000 net is 

passed by the Company Management Board members, whereas the consent or 

refusal depends on the decision of one of the Management Board members. 



 

 

6. Replies regarding sponsorship applications are notified to the applicants in 

writing, by regular mail or electronic mail, within 30 days of the decision made 

by OT Logistics S.A. by the Company Corporate Communication Department. 

7. In case of a positive decision of the Management Board of OT Logistics S.A.  

with regard to the application received, the Corporate Communication 

Department submits the sponsoring agreement to the applicant. 

8. As soon as the agreement is signed, cash is paid out in accordance with the 

agreement provisions.  

 

 

 

Miscellaneous: 

1. All of the above principles of sponsorship support apply also to support in the 

form of donations, except for the clauses describing the conclusion of 

sponsorship agreements or orders. Donations are accompanied by a bilateral 

letter of intent, in which the donation recipient commits to use the funds solely 

for the purpose compliant with the application filed. 

2. All of the above principles of sponsorship relations with OT Logistics S.A. apply 

equally to all of the companies of OT Logistics Group, except for contact details 

for submitting the properly filled in support applications. 

3. The information on OT Logistics S.A and OT Logistics Group sponsorship 

activities is disclosed in public in periodical reports and in the report of the 

Management Board on the operations of the Company attached to the Annual 

Report available on the Company's website.  

4. This document does not form any basis for third parties to raise any claims 

regarding the provision of financial support by OT Logistics S.A. 


